
Rising Grade 11 IB Language and Literature
Summer Reading 2022

Born a Crime by Trevor Noah

Genre / Structure
● Memoir
● Coming-of-age
● Short narratives divided into titled chapters divided into 3 parts
● Didactic intros for each chapter
● Broad sense of chronology leading to a climax

○ Anecdotal or episodic rather than plot

Literary elements
● Anecdote
● Allusion
● Conflict
● First person narration
● Humor
● Imagery
● Irony: verbal, situational, structural
● Metaphor
● Simile
● symbol/symbolism: conventional, literary or contextual

Major topics
● Racism, Apartheid, cycle of poverty
● Identity, belonging, community
● Love and personal growth
● Violence - institutionalized and domestic

Task 1:
Read the memoir, tracking 1 element from EACH of the above categories:
Genre/Structure, Literary Element, Major topics – i.e., 1 bullet point from EACH
category)

When you are finished, write a well-developed and supported response using textual
evidence for each of the following topics (minimum 400 words each - typed). Don’t
forget to identify authorial choices:



Genre/Structure: To what extent does the genre and/ or structure of the novel affect
the reader’s understanding?

Literary element: Discuss how your chosen literary element develops character in the
memoir.

Major topics: How is your chosen topic developed throughout the memoir, and what
message is conveyed?

Task 2:
Select a 1-2 page extract from the memoir that you found to be interesting, engaging,
significant, or impactful in some way. Note the page number(s). Write a short journal
explaining why you chose this extract.

Bring your copy of the memoir and the written responses and journal to the first
class These will count as your first homework grade.

Glossary

Word / Part of Speech Definition

African National
Congress

a social-democratic political party in South Africa, primarily
Xhosa, who, under apartheid, committed acts of violence and
fought with the Inkatha Freedom Party

Afrikaans language of southern Africa, derived from a form of Dutch
brought to the Cape by Protestant settlers in the 17th century,
and an official language of South Africa

Amabhujua refers to a very poor person who acts like they are rich by
dressing fashionably even though they live in a shack

anomaly something that deviates from what is standard, normal, or
expected

arbitrary based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any
reason or system

Cape Town city and seaport, legislative capital of South Africa and capital
of Western Cape province



chameleon 1. A small, slow-moving Old World lizard with a

prehensile tail, long extendable tongue, protruding

eyes that rotate independently, and a highly

developed ability to change color

2. someone who changes their opinions, ideas, or

behavior to fit any situation

Comedy vs Humor Comedy is broadly defined as any amusing and entertaining
work; humor is an essential element of any comedy. Comic
effect may be subtle and is traditionally achieved through
some incongruity, whether physical, verbal, or conceptual
(such as when a character is exaggerating what he has done
or would be able to do if a given situation arose).

Although comedies aim to evoke laughter, they may also
have a serious purpose.

concession a thing that is granted, especially in response to demands; a
thing conceded

conflict A confrontation or struggle between opposing characters or

forces in the plot of a narrative work. Conflict propels action in

a narrative text.

● Physical conflict involves the clash between a

character and nature or the physical world

● Social conflict takes place between humans

competing or struggling against one another or

against society or an entity.

● Psychological (internal) conflict involves the inner

divisions or turmoil of a single character. Characters of

this sort may result from the character’s attempt to

decide between multiple alternatives for action or

between opposing attitudes or beliefs

● Metaphysical conflict involves the clash between a

human character and fate or some kind of deity.



denounce to publicly declare to be wrong or evil

impipi someone who secretly gives information about another
person to the police or other authorities; an informer

Inkatha Freedom Party a political party that serves the people of South Africa through
the spirit of ubuntu/botho; under apartheid, the Inkatha
Freedom Party was primarily Zulu, very militant, and
nationalistic.

Khoisan indigenous people of South Africa

masquerade to pretend to be someone one is not

matriarch a woman who is the head of a family or tribe

niche a comfortable or suitable position in life or employment

patriarch the male head of a family or tribe

sovereign possessing supreme or ultimate power

Soweto a municipality in Johannesburg that housed the black people
working for Johannesburg under apartheid

symbols/symbolism A person, object, image, word, or event that evokes a range
of additional meaning beyond and usually more abstract than
its literal significance.

Symbols are educational devices for evoking complex
ideas.

● Conventional symbols have meanings that are
widely recognized by a society or culture. Some
conventional symbols are the Christian cross, the Star
of David, a swastika, or a nation's flag. Writers use
conventional symbols to reinforce meanings.

● A literary or contextual symbol can be a setting,
character, action, object, name, or anything else in a
work that maintains its literal significance while
suggesting other meanings. Such symbols go beyond
conventional symbols; they gain their symbolic
meaning within the context of a specific story.

Xhosa a member of a South African people traditionally living in the
Eastern Cape Province; they form the second largest ethnic
group in South Africa after the Zulus.

Zulu a member of a South African people traditionally living mainly



in KwaZulu-Natal province; the Zulus formed a powerful
military empire in southern Africa during the 19th century
before being defeated in a series of engagements with
Afrikaner and British settlers.


